The Student Government Association Judicial Council will decide the fate of Glasgow sophomore and President-elect Jay Todd Richey by the end of today.

The meeting will take place in the SGA senate chambers at 4 p.m. Currently, three election code appeals remain to be discussed.

The first appeal was filed April 1 by an anonymous source stating Richey violated election code 3.4.6. "There shall be no campaign material distributed into or onto doors or doorways on campus." The source said they had photographic proof of campaign materials placed on doors within academic buildings on campus, such as the Thompson Complex. The anonymous source called for Richey’s disqualification as president.

Two more election appeals were filed April 8. One of the appeals, submitted by SGA senator Zach Jones, questions the validity and legality of election code 3.4.6. Richey said he was delighted SGA had not tolerated indecent, immoral, physical, or mental acts of disrespect or abuse among our students. We must all embrace a culture where every student is as important as any student."

The university announced Tuesday morning both the men’s and women’s teams are suspended for five years.

The university announced Tuesday morning both the men’s and women’s teams are suspended for five years. Athletic Director Todd Stewart and President Gary Ransdell met with the teams to deliver the news in-person before issuing a formal press release explaining the decision.

“We will always act in the best interest of the university and we simply must insure that our standards are respected,” Ransdell said in an interview. “A great university program stepped over the line and we had to deal with it.”

He expounded upon those statements in an email to faculty and staff.

“When students choose to participate in a formally recognized WKU organization, regardless of the nature of that organization, they become responsible for their actions, both as individuals and as a group.” Ransdell said in the email. “This University simply will not tolerate indecent, immoral, physical, or mental acts of disrespect or abuse among our students. We must all embrace a culture where every student is as important as any student.”

A half-century of constructing their programs, WKU’s swimming and diving teams are no more. The university announced Tuesday morning both the men’s and women’s teams are suspended for five years.
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senators were speaking out against the selection codes. “I am happy to see that student government is trying to tackle broken election codes as they are written and so we can fix them for next year,” he said.

Another anonymous source claimed Richey violated code 3.4.13, “All candidates shall remove all campaign materials hanging up on South Campus.” This source also called for Richey’s disqualification. Richey said this appeal was simply a “way after the appeal was turned in,” he said. “There is plenty of evidence that other candidates’ posters were on campus way after the appeal was turned in,” he said. “Even leading up to yesterday (Tuesday), some students spotted other candidates’ posters.”

Richey said if the appeal is an attack, “Someone does not want my presidency. If Richey is disqualified, Brian Church expressed similar thoughts. “In this election, the winner, Jay Todd Chism—who lost the initial election—would gain the presidency. Richey said he would be shocked if he was disqualified. "Simply because this is a matter that one way or the other," he said. "I look forward to putting all of this behind us and serving the student body." Richey said.

In a letter to the Justice Council sent last week, SGA Chief of Staff Seth Freeman wrote, "I find it hard to believe that a small number of improperly displayed posters, only one if I am not mistaken, were enough to convince 350 WKU students to vote one way or the other." The Judicial Council is expected to come to a decision Thursday night.

In July of 2013, the speed limit on Normal Street between College Heights Boulevard and Regents Avenue was reduced from 25 mph to 15 mph. The changes occurred after WKU requested ownership of the strip of road from the city of Bowling Green after a student was hit by a car in February of that year.

Bowling Green, were hit on the intersection of Regents Avenue and Normal Street. According to the police report, the two students were hit in the crosswalk during a clear day. Bell had scraped her hip and said she was fine, but refused to go to the Medical Center for evaluation. Freeman was placed on a backboard at the scene and was transported to The Medical Center. The driver of the car said she wasn’t distracted when she hit the students.
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A male swimmer is under investigation for hazing.

**SWIM**

Continued from FRONT PAGE

Stewart said it was "a very difficult and unfortunate decision on many levels." While many in the program have represented WKU with distinction, the overall findings of a consistent pattern of disappointing conduct is troubling and not acceptable at WKU," he said in the press release.

The announcement came after inves-
tigations by the Bowling Green Police Department and WKU's Title IX office found that the teams broke multiple of WKU's policies on hazing, sexual har-
estation and sexual assault.

"I'm not ready to give up my life," she said. "We weren't involved. Todd Stewart never said anything about the women's team or us."

"He said that to him [Todd Stewart] in the meeting... We were never aware the women's team was up for suspension."

"I was shocked and disappointed," said Thomas, "It's hard to pick now between my athletic career and academic career..."

"I'm going to lose some of my best friends," she said. "We all kind of just met and it's so hard to pick now between my athletic career and academic career..."

"We weren't involved," said Neddo. "None of the women were investigated, but there were countless men's team meetings to tell them what was going on."

"I'm not ready to give up my life," she said.
**Salem** sets up battle of baddest witches in new season

"Salem" brings to viewers a no-holds-barred universe of witches. Unlike many witchcraft-themed shows and movies, "Salem" is gory and unapologetic in its brutality. Much like the title suggests, "Salem" is a fictional retelling of the Salem witch trials that trailed the town of Massachusetts. Recently returning for its second season, the show offers the story from the other side of history—the perspective of the witches in the town.

The show plays off religious ideas of good and evil, asking viewers to re-examine who is God and who is Devil. It explores the witch trials as an example of sexism and religious zealotry. "Salem" alternates between the Salem courthouse and the homes of the accused witches. The series is an emotionally riveting, well-filmed show. With a sweeping scope that spans historical events, "Salem" is a complex show that delves into the beliefs of a fractured Massachusetts. The storylines are based on real-life events, changing the perspective of the witch trials as we know them. The show takes a realistic approach to relaying the events as they happen in Salem, giving us a glimpse into the lives of the accused witches. The show is not for the faint of heart, but it's a must-watch for anyone interested in history and horror. The writing and acting are top-notch, making "Salem" a must-watch for any fan of the genre. This show is a must-watch for anyone interested in history and horror.
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1 “That’s terrible!”
4 Like some stockings
5 “The Salt-N-__ Show”
9 Guck
14 Windfall
15 Trojan War figure
16 Roman god of the sky
17 Guck
19 Utopias
20 Utopias
21 Ting or ping
23 TV teaser before the first commercial
26 Côte d’Azur sight
29 Lean-__
33 Swamp
36 Bone-dry
37 __ bass
38 Words of understanding
39 Eddie __, detective involved in the actual “French Connection”
41 Slender candle
42 Open org.
43 Second book in Clavell’s “Asian Saga”
44 Fanatic
47 One-up
50 Yarn
51 Buddhist branch
52 “Great” 1975 Redford role
55 Free-for-all
56 Free-for-all
58 2010 GM financial event
59 Little bite
60 Did nothing
61 One might keep you from seeing the show

DOWN

1 Protest
2 Jinx
3 King output
4 Upright
5 EPA sticker stat
6 Adverb in odes
7 Produce
8 Capital NE of Vientiane
9 Quick learner
10 “Dragnet” force, briefly
11 Rage
12 Orbiter for 15 years
13 Spanish “that”
14 Pressures for payment
15 Trojan War figure
16 Roman god of the sky
17 Guck
18 Genre that often includes a ballet
19 Pressures for payment
21 Ting or ping
23 TV teaser before the first commercial
26 Côte d’Azur sight
29 Lean-__
33 Swamp
36 Bone-dry
37 __ bass
38 Words of understanding
39 Eddie __, detective involved in the actual “French Connection”
40 Each
41 Slender candle
45 Was in debt regarding
46 Yarn
48 Fusilli shape
49 Mortise partners
50 Yarn
51 Buddhist branch
52 “Great” 1975 Redford role
55 Free-for-all
56 Free-for-all
58 2010 GM financial event
59 Little bite
60 Did nothing
61 One might keep you from seeing the show
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START

FINISH
TOP: Abby Murphy, 12, of Briarwood Elementary School, has her makeup done by Amelia Adkins, 15, of Bowling Green High School. “I do it because it’s kind of like you’re putting the show together,” Adkins said. “The makeup gives it a whole new effect.”

SECOND DOWN: BG OnStage presents “James and the Giant Peach” and also features “The Upsidedown Mice” as the resident community theater of Van Meter. Elise Iannuzzi is the artistic and education director of BG OnStage. Ellen Lawrence is the BG OnStage music director.

THIRD DOWN: Kaerra Owens, 11, of the Allen County Intermediate Center, leads the BG OnStage performance crew in prayer before their performance on Tuesday.

BOTTOM LEFT: Mallory Hudson, 11, of South Warren Middle School, prepares for her performance as Aunt Spiker in BG OnStage’s presentation of “James and the Giant Peach.”

BOTTOM RIGHT: Blythe Ann Hockenmith made the costumes for the BG OnStage production of “James and the Giant Peach.” She tightens Kyndal Clark’s corset before the show. “Can you breathe? Then it’s not tight enough,” said Hockenmith.

Photos By: Erica Lafser
**BEHAR CAFE**

*LEANORA BENATO/Herald*

**OPINION**

**BEHAR EATS**

*Weekly guide to the BG Bobcat's culinary scene*

For the interpid culinary enthusiast, the land beyond the railroad tracks loading away from campus contains a bevy of interesting ethnic restaurants. How can you find Hispanic markets mingling with European cafés and Asian grocery stores? Few maintain any sort of online presence, which can make the search both more challenging and rewarding. One such example is the overwhelmingly inconspicuous Behar Café. Labeled as an espresso bar, it also acts as a grocery for processed European foodstuffs and a home of Bosnian cuisine. The interior is more inviting than the exterior suggests, with some handsome paintings adorning the walls and a multitude of cozy tables and booths. Those who want to eat at the café would do well to pick up one of the menus resting on the left counter, as you are just expected to order at the counter bar.

By Andrew Henderson

*LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM*

**BRB EATS**

“Bulls Against Bullshit”/“Cats Against Cut-Calls”/“The Catcallers Form”/“Babes Against Bullshit.” These phrases pepper campus information boards promoting the Stop Street Harassment campaign.

Lindsay Thomas, senior and Philadelphia native, is the woman behind this recent surge of anti-street harassment advocacy. Thomas is spearheading the Stop Street Harassment event Thursday, April 16 in Downing Student Union from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the second floor.

Street harassment is defined as “unsolicited comments, gestures, and actions forced on a stranger in a public place without their consent and their actions forced on a stranger in a public place without their consent and their actions forced on a stranger in a public place without their consent.” The “Catcall Form.” Fliers information boards promoting the Stop Street Harassment campaign. Lindsay Thomas is leading a local branch of a national movement to end street harassment as part of her leadership capstone.

Sometime senior Lindsay Thomas is leading a local branch of a national movement to end street harassment as part of her leadership capstone. Thomas is pictured here in a composite photo illustration. Thomas says it is important to talk about cat-calling and other forms of harassment on the street, especially as weather warms up and more people are outdoors. “I just want people to know about it and know their rights. A lot of people don’t know harassment is illegal. They just think they have to take it. But they don’t,” said Lindsay Thomas.

For the intrepid culinary enthusiast, the land beyond the railroad tracks loading away from campus contains a bevy of interesting ethnic restaurants. How can you find Hispanic markets mingling with European cafés and Asian grocery stores? Few maintain any sort of online presence, which can make the search both more challenging and rewarding. One such example is the overwhelmingly inconspicuous Behar Café. Labeled as an espresso bar, it also acts as a grocery for processed European foodstuffs and a home of Bosnian cuisine. The interior is more inviting than the exterior suggests, with some handsome paintings adorning the walls and a multitude of cozy tables and booths. Those who want to eat at the café would do well to pick up one of the menus resting on the left counter, as you are just expected to order at the counter bar.
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Street harassment is defined as “unsolicited comments, gestures, and actions forced on a stranger in a public place without their consent and their actions forced on a stranger in a public place without their consent.” The “Catcall Form.” Fliers information boards promoting the Stop Street Harassment campaign. Lindsay Thomas is leading a local branch of a national movement to end street harassment as part of her leadership capstone.

Sometime senior Lindsay Thomas is leading a local branch of a national movement to end street harassment as part of her leadership capstone. Thomas is pictured here in a composite photo illustration. Thomas says it is important to talk about cat-calling and other forms of harassment on the street, especially as weather warms up and more people are outdoors. “I just want people to know about it and know their rights. A lot of people don’t know harassment is illegal. They just think they have to take it. But they don’t,” said Lindsay Thomas.

Greek Week will honor “50 Years of Greek” through nine days of activities including athletic and philanthropy events facilitated by university fraternity and sorority chapters. Bowling Green senior Abby Potter, Greek Week chair, and Kappa Delta sorority member, said the experience allows the chapters to bond through friendly rivalry in games and service events. “I’m most looking forward to the unity and competition,” she said. “It’s a great time to come and compete to get a good laugh.”

Potter said the various events throughout the week will showcase the theme “50 Years of Greek.” She said most Greek chapters came to the university in 1965, and the various sororities and fraternities will celebrate their histories and successes through their banners displayed in 1965, their performances of Spring Sing on Sunday, April 19 and their donations to “CA/NFT for a Cause” on Saturday, April 25. Abby Potter, Greek activities coordinator, said the events have a long history.

“A lot of events have been going on since the 60’s,” she said. “We incorporated them into one week to celebrate Greek unity.”

Greek Week will kick off Saturday, April 18 with the event “Greek Week Celebrates Milestone.”

**Greek Week celebrates milestone**

By Jessica Voorhees

*LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM*

**BG EATS**

**Event encourages the sharing of street harassment stories**

By Andrew Henderson

*LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM*
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**BEHAR CAFE**

Behar Cafe’s atmosphere alone is worth exploring

For the intrepid culinary enthusiast, the land beyond the railroad tracks loading away from campus contains a bevy of interesting ethnic restaurants. How can you find Hispanic markets mingling with European cafés and Asian grocery stores? Few maintain any sort of online presence, which can make the search both more challenging and rewarding. One such example is the overwhelmingly inconspicuous Behar Café. Labeled as an espresso bar, it also acts as a grocery for processed European foodstuffs and a home of Bosnian cuisine. The interior is more inviting than the exterior suggests, with some handsome paintings adorning the walls and a multitude of cozy tables and booths. Those who want to eat at the café would do well to pick up one of the menus resting on the left counter, as you are just expected to order at the counter bar.

By Andrew Henderson

*LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM*
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Greek Week will honor “50 Years of Greek” through nine days of activities including athletic and philanthropy events facilitated by university fraternity and sorority chapters. Bowling Green senior Abby Potter, Greek Week chair, and Kappa Delta sorority member, said the experience allows the chapters to bond through friendly rivalry in games and service events. “I’m most looking forward to the unity and competition,” she said. “It’s a great time to come and compete to get a good laugh.”

Potter said the various events throughout the week will showcase the theme “50 Years of Greek.” She said most Greek chapters came to the university in 1965, and the various sororities and fraternities will celebrate their histories and successes through their banners displayed in 1965, their performances of Spring Sing on Sunday, April 19 and their donations to “CA/NFT for a Cause” on Saturday, April 25. Abby Potter, Greek activities coordinator, said the events have a long history.

“A lot of events have been going on since the 60’s,” she said. “We incorporated them into one week to celebrate Greek unity.”

Greek Week will kick off Saturday, April 18 with the event “Greek Week Celebrates Milestone.”
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Student Publications is home to the College Heights Herald and Talisman. The Office of Student Publications provides students with valuable hands-on experience. Positions in writing, photography, design, sales, marketing, multimedia and copy editing develop skills that give students a competitive edge when entering the workplace. Students from all departments and majors are a part of our team. We are accepting applications until April 28. Pick one up at the Adams-Whitaker Student Publications building across from Mass Media & Technology Hall.
defensive coordinator Nick Hill said at last week's
weekly's scrimmage. "We're making sure, I'm sure, a
mistakes, but we'll get that corrected. I'm happy with our
energy and attitude. I thought the guys had fun out there. We made some plays, and we
have a lot of place to grade off of." The defensive unit has echoed that
game. "This is our first time subjecting our
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the phone, and I'm just like, 'I'd rather not,'" she said. "I had to come out, and he had this
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To make an impact in 2015.
linebacker T.J. McCollum are expected
to lead the Lady Topper's to a 60-57 win.
"I was nervous on the bus ride over,
"The defensive unit has echoed that
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
The standout senior had to sit out the
majority of last year due to a stress frac-
ture in her left fibula. Govan only played
11 games due to the injury. The inju-
sy was so bad she couldn't watch the
did the drink was rich and slightly
sweet, but not too sweet or too expectant.
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Hilltoppers sweep season series of UK in thrilling fashion

BY JOHN REECER
SPORTSW@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU (17-16) defeated the University of Kentucky (19-16) for the second time this season during Tuesday night’s matchup in Lexington in a 5-3 extra-inning thriller.

Trailing 1-0 at the top of the ninth, junior outfielder Anderson Miller hit a two-run home run, tying the game at 1-1. The 11th inning, freshman infielder Fletcher Scallon and sophomore outfielder Paul Murray each added a run on an RBI to give the Hilltoppers two runs in the decisive lead in the game.

“That was unbelievable,” Head Coach Matt Myers said. “I’m just so proud of those guys. That was just a truly special performance by our guys tonight. I’m so proud, and I can’t wait to see what that brings on the song all the way home.”

The Hillcats jumped out fast on the first inning on sophomore starting pitcher Sam Higgs. Scallon would then provide a solo home run in the third inning. The score would stay 2-1 until the eighth inning where UK added an run on a wild pitch.

“When UK scored two in the first, I told everyone that we were off to a better start than last game to break the 1-0 little bit,” Coach Myers said. “I was proud of Sam Higgs setting down after he get a little too nervous in the first inning. He’s also proud to see Scallon be aggressive in the box for us.”

Scallon would have a memorable night as the redshirt freshman record- two hits, two runs, two RBIs, a home run and the winning RBI which scored junior Ryan Church from third.

“I was ready to go on a fastball, and he went outside fastball, and I just stayed with my approach,” Scallon said. “I was trying to go middle and away, and I just swung and hit the gap. It felt great.”

Miller extended his talented resume against his hometown team with three hits at the plate, two RBIs, a homerun and a run scored. Miller is now 8-for-14 with five RBIs, two triples, one homer and a double in four career games against Kentucky. Miller has recorded either two hits or two RBIs in every game he’s played against the Wildcats.

“Maybe UK should’ve recruited him,” Coach Myers said. “That’s okay until the eighth inning where UK added an run on a wild pitch.
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Football seeing improvements near spring finale

By BY BILL RUTLEDGE
SPORTSW@WKUHERALD.COM

The final week of spring football is here, and the annual red vs. white spring game is set for this Saturday at 1 p.m.

The contest will offer Head Coach Jeff Brohm a chance to evaluate their team one final time before a break until the fall semester begins.

For the past four weeks, the Hilltoppers have practiced two to three times a week. The team has participated in two full practices leading up to the game.

The second and final scrimmage of the spring took place last Saturday and Brohm saw a lot to like from his squad.

“I thought the defense had energy. They were playing with a little bit of an attitude, they were in it and trying hard to improve, and I think we did,” Brohm said. “I think we have a chance to be a little more physical in the run game. I think our secondary will be better. We have to try to limit the big play. We had a few today that we shouldn’t have given up, but other than that, I think they played well.”

Jazzy Funkhouse, a redshirt freshman, linebacker, emphasized the teams on-field communication as a key to the Hilltoppers’ success.

“Everyone could hear,” Jazzy said. “We were loud, yelling. I think that’s what we need to keep doing, is keep bringing that energy.”

Energy is what this Hilltopper team, especially the defense, will need this upcoming season. After a record-breaking offensive season, the defense struggled to keep up, ranking 120th in total defense in NCAA Division I Football out of 120 teams.

Despite the departure of linebacker Terrance Williams and cornerback Cam Thomas, WKU returns nine starters. The side has gained some extra depth in several positions. UAH transfers are sensitive tackle Jontavius Morris and safety Thomas Hooks.

SEE FOOTBALL PAGE B3

Women’s Basketball

All-American honors make Govan, Gooch reflect on WKU

BY EVAN DEPASCO
SPORTSW@WKUHERALD.COM

The Lady Topper basketball team is coming off one of its best seasons in history. The program won 20 games, took home the Conference USA Championship in its second straight conference title and earned a trip to the NCAA Tournament.

The team was led in its inaugural C-USA campaign by seniors Chassidy Govan and Meralyn Gooch, who are still waiting to see what the tournament has in store for them after the season’s conclusion in March.

The duo combined for 1,128 of the team’s 6,773 points (43.75 percent on the way to being named Women’s Bas- ketball Coaches’ Association Division I All-American Honor Mention selec- tions.

Govan was named the C-USA Player of the Year for the second time this season and received the Conference USA Player of the Year. She was also an All-American Honorable Mention selec- tion.

“I thought the defense had energy. They were playing with a little bit of an attitude, they were in it and trying hard to improve, and I think we did,” Brohm said. “I think we have a chance to be a little more physical in the run game. I think our secondary will be better. We have to try to limit the big play. We had a few today that we shouldn’t have given up, but other than that, I think they played well.”

Jazzy Funkhouse, a redshirt freshman, linebacker, emphasized the teams on-field communication as a key to the Hilltoppers’ success.

“Everyone could hear,” Jazzy said. “We were loud, yelling. I think that’s what we need to keep doing, is keep bringing that energy.”

Energy is what this Hilltopper team, especially the defense, will need this upcoming season. After a record-breaking offensive season, the defense struggled to keep up, ranking 120th in total defense in NCAA Division I Football out of 120 teams.

Despite the departure of linebacker Terrance Williams and cornerback Cam Thomas, WKU returns nine starters. The side has gained some extra depth in several positions. UAH transfers are sensitive tackle Jontavius Morris and safety Thomas Hooks.

SEE FOOTBALL PAGE B3

FOOTBALL

Delivering decisive lead in the game.

The Hillcats jumped out fast on the first inning on sophomore starting pitcher Sam Higgs. Scallon would then provide a solo home run in the third inning. The score would stay 2-1 until the eighth inning where UK added an run on a wild pitch.

“When UK scored two in the first, I told everyone that we were off to a better start than last game to break the 1-0 little bit,” Coach Myers said. “I was proud of Sam Higgs setting down after he get a little too nervous in the first inning. He’s also proud to see Scallon be aggressive in the box for us.”

Scallon would have a memorable night as the redshirt freshman record- two hits, two runs, two RBIs, a home run and the winning RBI which scored junior Ryan Church from third.

“My defense set the tone,” Coach Myers said. “I’m just so proud of those guys. That was just a truly special performance by our guys tonight. I’m so proud, and I can’t wait to see what that brings on the song all the way home.”

The Hillcats jumped out fast on the first inning on sophomore starting pitcher Sam Higgs. Scallon would then provide a solo home run in the third inning. The score would stay 2-1 until the eighth inning where UK added an run on a wild pitch.

“When UK scored two in the first, I told everyone that we were off to a better start than last game to break the 1-0 little bit,” Coach Myers said. “I was proud of Sam Higgs setting down after he get a little too nervous in the first inning. He’s also proud to see Scallon be aggressive in the box for us.”

Scallon would have a memorable night as the redshirt freshman record- two hits, two runs, two RBIs, a home run and the winning RBI which scored junior Ryan Church from third.

“I was ready to go on a fastball, and he went outside fastball, and I just stayed with my approach,” Scallon said. “I was trying to go middle and away, and I just swung and hit the gap. It felt great.”

Miller extended his talented resume against his hometown team with three hits at the plate, two RBIs, a homerun and a run scored. Miller is now 8-for-14 with five RBIs, two triples, one homer and a double in four career games against Kentucky. Miller has recorded either two hits or two RBIs in every game he’s played against the Wildcats.

“Maybe UK should’ve recruited him,” Coach Myers said. “That’s okay

During the April 10 game against Southern Miss, WKU Junior Danny Hudgins slides home, scoring the first run of the game in the bottom of the fourth inning. Hudzi- na went on to score a home run in the seventh inning, helping secure the Hilltop- pers’ 5-0 win against the Golden Eagles.
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